Seats and chairs

SIMPLE

MILAN

Collection Simple is a family of chairs and stools in many configurations. In our offer you will
find chair Simple 3 with overall heights (85 cm; 100 cm; 108 cm) and in 3 variants of the
thickness of the seat (A - 13 cm, B - 19 cm, C - 19-25 cm). The perfect complement for chairs
will be stools that are also available in 3 seat heights (67 cm, 77 cm, 87 cm) and in 3 variants
of the thickness of the seat (A, B, C). On request, the height of the chairs can be adapted to
individual needs. We offer a wide range of models from the Simple family, a large number of
additives and an extensive offer of colors of wood and upholstery variants. All variants and
additional configuration options can be found on our website in the individual categories and
in catalogs. All these elements combined with carefully prepared racks and precisely made
upholstery elements create the highest quality product.

SIMPLE 85A

SIMPLE 100A

SIMPLE 108A

SIMPLE 108B

SIMPLE 108C

Milan Collection is a family of simple and classic chairs in many configurations. In our offer
you will find a chairs Milan in 3 overall heights (85 cm, 100 cm, 108 cm) and in 3 variants of
the thickness of the seat (A - 12 cm, B - 18 cm, C - 18-24 cm). On request, seat height can be
adjusted to individual needs. All variants and additional configuration options can be found
on our website in the individual categories and in catalogs. We offer a wide range of models
from the family of Milan, a large number of additives such as stitching, quilting or decorative
pins and an extensive offer of colors of wood and upholstery variants. All these elements
combined with carefully prepared racks and precisely made upholstery elements create the
highest quality product.

MILAN 85A

MILAN 85B

MILAN 100A

MILAN 100B

HOKER SIMPLE

MILANO

Collection bar stools Simple is the perfect complement for chairs Simple. Bar stools as chairs
are available in 3 standard seat heights (67 cm, 77 cm, 87 cm) and 3 variants of the thickness
of the seat (A - 13 cm, B - 19 cm, C 19-25 cm). On request, the height of the seat can be adapted
to individual needs. We offer a wide range of models from the Simple family an extensive offer
of colors of wood and upholstery variants. Footrests have been secured with aluminum cap
to protect the wood from damage during use. All variants can be found on our website in the
individual categories and in catalogs. Collection of chairs and bar stools Simple gives you
the ability to create a comprehensive implementation of both the residential as well as
public, such as hotels and restaurants.

HOKER
SIMPLE 77A

HOKER
SIMPLE 77A

HOKER
SIMPLE 77B

HOKER
SIMPLE 87A

HOKER
SIMPLE 87A

Milano Collection is a family of simple, modern chairs in several configurations. In our offer
we have prepared for your chairs Milano 3 overall heights (85 cm, 100 cm, 108 cm) and 3
variants of the thickness of the seat (A - 12 cm, B - 18 cm, C - 18-24 cm). On request, seat
height can be adjusted to individual needs. All variants and additional configuration options
can be found on our website in the individual categories and in catalogs. We offer a wide range
of models from the family of Milano, a large number of additives such as stitching, quilting
or decorative pins and an extensive offer of colors of wood and upholstery variants. All these
elements combined with carefully prepared racks and precisely made upholstery elements
create the highest quality product.

MILANO 85A

MILANO 85A

MILANO 85A

MILANO 85B

CONTESSA

CONTESSA

MILANO 85B

OPEN

Contessa is a comfortable and clearly profiled chair of timeless Chesterfield design. Classic
and slim line of Contessa chairs connected with high usability fits perfectly in both classic and
stylish interior as well as in the fashionable styling as modern glamour style. A number of
additives and possible configurations such as clappers, pins or crystals imitation instead of
conventional buttons allow you to create a chair tailored to your needs. Contessa chair is
offered in a wide range of colors of wood and upholstery variants. With such extensive
configuration capabilities Contessa chair certainly will look great inside your house, flats and
in places such as restaurants or hotels.

CONTESSA

MILAN 100B

CONTESSA

CONTESSA

CONTESSA

Open is a comfortable upholstered armchair with light and timeless design which will be a
great complement to the comprehensive implementation of the interior of homes, hotels or
restaurants. It is a compact and lightweight chair with high utility values to ensure
comfortable use for many years. Thanks to its design it will give the unique nature of the
interior and it will become more than just a seat. We offer you a wide range of colors of
wood and upholstery variants to choose from. A number of additives that can be equipped
with armchairs like knockers or pins allow you to create a product with the individual character
and that will be tailored to your needs. Precisely prepared frame of beech wood and
carefully sewn upholstery elements guarantee the highest quality of our chairs.

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

FINISHES

We have prepared a wide range of colors of wood in 17 colors. Such a wide range allows you to
choose the appropriate color for your interior and taste. On request, we also offer the possibility to
match the color to the received samples. Concerned about the environment we use only water
stains and varnishes Italian company Sayerlack. It is a leading
and respected worldwide
manufacturer of paint materials. We use wood stains and varnishes meet strict
European
standards in terms of safety for the user and the environment.
In the standard offer we have prepared for you a choice of 11 fabrics in a wide colors. Our main
suppliers are currently two leading Polish company „FARGOTEX” and „Toptextil”. Selected fabrics
have different textures and performances to meet the demands of our customers. All our fabrics
have a number of certifications and are characterized by high quality and durability in use.
On request, we can make the chair in any fabric from the full range of our suppliers or in fabric
entrusted by the customer. To meet the expectations of our customers, we also offer textiles of
recognized European manufacturers such as: „Camira”, „Gabriel”, „Italvelluti” or „Exit Solutions”. If you
choose the fabric outside the standard offer, we reserve the right to prior valuation, confirmation of
technical possibilities regarding the selected fabric upholstery and final mutual acceptance.

